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Welcome to 
the world of 
Egnatia Aviation

Egnatia Aviation started training 
pilots in 2006 and has already been 
established in the commercial airline 
pilot training due to the quality 
of training, modern systems and 
methodology, customer focus plus 
the airport network, as well as the 
new modern aircraft and simulators it 
operates.

Egnatia Aviation uses a fleet of New 
Generation Diamond aircraft, 
state-of-the-art simulators, 
experienced instructors, modern 
European standards, and new, modern 
and very comfortable training facilities.

“It is a great honour to work with and 
provide pilots for major commercial 
airlines through very high standards 
and with new modern fleet within 
EASA. We are bringing together ‘the 
best of the breed’ in most areas for the 
benefit of our customers and staff”

George Zografakis, Egnatia Aviation’s 
CEO
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95%
of recent graduates find 
employment within a year

1.650
graduates since 2006

more than

65%
international students

more than

100%
commercial airline pilot training

57
countries since 2006

Graduates from more than

14.000
training hours every year

more than
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Egnatia Aviation was founded in 
2006. We are an EASA approved 
Flight Training Organisation and have 
trained more than 1.650 pilots from 
more than 57 countries since 2006. 
More than 65% of those students are 
international. 

Egnatia Aviation specialises in 
commercial pilot training based on 
airline standards, procedures and 
systems. Furthermore, paperless 
interactive training materials and 
records mirror those of the world class 
airlines.

Our pilots now work for companies 
such as Qatar Airways, Aegean, 
Olympic, Iraqi Airways, Easyjet, 
Ryanair, Air Arabia, Royal Air Maroc, 
Wizzair, Kuwait Airways, Oman Air, 
Gulf Air, Air Algérie, Cobalt, TusAir, 
Astra Airlines, Ellinair etc.

We are happy to say that 95% of our 
students have found work within a 
year from graduation.

World
Class
Training
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Average number of flight training hours per day

Initially a UK based school we moved 
to Greece for a variety of reasons 
with the most important being of 
course, the weather and the airspace 
congestion. 

Other reasons have been the lesser 
overall costs, which gives us the ability 
to keep our prices very competitive 
without compromising the quality of 
our training and the ability to operate 
at international airports offering the 
complete training in Europe. 

South Europe offers a climate ideal for 
pilot training and we are proud to say 
we are one of the biggest airline pilot 
training academies in Europe. 

With more than 14.000 training hours 
every year Egnatia Aviation is one of 
the largest flight academies in Europe 
delivering consistent timely training.
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Flying from 
international 
airports

The main school is based at Kavala 
International Airport “Megas Alexandros”. 
Apart from the obvious benefits of training in an 
international airport, “Megas Alexandros” has 
a sunny Mediterranean and southern continental 
climate to offer. It is also one of the best 
equipped international airports in the southern 
of Europe.

The second base is the national airport of 
Kozani where domestic and international charter 
flights take place.

In both bases there are at least four suitable 
airports in close proximity which are all essential 
for commercial training.
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International  
recognition  
and 
partnerships

Egnatia Aviation has designed an Airline-tailored 
ATP(A) Integrated Course, which addresses all 
the Ab-Initio training challenges of today’s future 
pilots. 

Being one the few EASA Approved Training 
Academies in Europe with experience in 
providing customised training products to some 
of the world leading airlines, such as Qatar 
Airways, Air Arabia, Wizz Air, Aegean, Iraqi 
Airways, a lot of expertise is gathered in order to 
establish what is believed to be one of the best 
training programs in Europe, with the needs of all 
modern air carriers in mind. 

Furthermore Egnatia Aviation is approved and 
provides pilots for Oman Air, Kuwait Airways, 
Ryanair, Olympic, Flydubai, Gulf Air, Astra 
Airlines, Ellinair and it is to be mentioned that 
our graduates work in 61 different Airlines around 
57 countries.
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Most
Modern 
Fleet

We take great pride in our fleet. We have the 
privilege to operate one of the biggest fleet of NEW 
Diamond aircraft in Europe, consisting of 12 aircraft:

-5 DV20 Katana

-4 DA40 NG + 2 on order

-2 DA42 NG + 1 on order

-1 AERO AT-3

-1 aerobatic approved aircraft on order

To fly higher in this field we are constantly increasing 
the fleet with new state-of-the-art aircraft and 
simulators in order to meet the increasing training 
demand. 

We train under the best weather conditions to the 
highest training standards possible.

Our EASA approved Maintenance Organisation 
assures the highest safety standards and the best 
aircraft condition.
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State of the 
art facilities

Investing in smart designed modern facilities, 
we have created three training spots in northern 
Greece; two in Kavala and one in Kozani. 
Including ATPL classrooms with interactive 
whiteboards, Flight Operations department, 
multiple briefing rooms, two state-of-the-art 
simulators and student resting and study areas, 
the main offices located at Kavala International 
Airport “Megas Alexandros”, the new Theory 
Training Centre in Kavala and the new training 
base of Kozani, increase the ability to accept 
more students and provide even higher training 
standards. 

Serving this purpose, we have already scheduled 
the installation of 5 new flight simulators 
widening the range and increasing the speed of 
training.
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Experienced 
instructors

Our training director and his team, with 
vast experience in both military and civil 
aviation along with a group of carefully 
selected instructors, combine knowledge and 
experience to provide training which can live 
up to the Egnatia Aviation standards. Regular 
standartisation meetings ensure that all our 
instructors teach at the same high standards.

Fully equipped 
accommodation
available

Egnatia Aviation offers on request carefully 
selected self-catering apartments close to the 
training centers in an all-inclusive monthly cost. 
Transportation between the accommodation 
and the school is also available. Egnatia Aviation 
is doing its best to help you train uninterrupted 
and have a comfortable environment to study. 
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All inclusive 
packages

Having more than 65% of international students from 
over than 57 countries, we understand that in order for 
the students to achieve top quality training, we need 
to assist with their accommodation and transportation 
needs, which makes it easier to concentrate on their 
training. For that reason, Egnatia Aviation is offering 
all inclusive packages, which include:

-Aircraft rental and examiner fees for the skill test(s)

-Hellenic Civil Aviation license fees

-All airport and government taxes

-All airport costs (e.g. approach, landing fees)

-Uniform

-All necessary training materials (including ipad,
  maps, charts, headset etc)

-English Language Proficiency Test

Our own EASA 
approved 
maintenance  
facilities

Egnatia Aviation operates its own EASA approved 
maintenance center with experienced Engineers, who are 
there every day to ensure that our planes are maintained 
according to the manufacturer’s and EASA strict standards. 
Our planes have the lowest down-time possible, hence 
more availability for  training.
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How we 
do it

Airline

So you are in the process of choosing a flight 
school and you are wondering how does 
Egnatia Aviation ensure that you can get the 
best training possible and find a job. In Egnatia 
Aviation’s philosophy the student is right in the 
centre of our attention. Once  you enroll, a whole 
mechanism is set in motion to meet your needs.
This is how we manage to provide the best 
training under the most favorable conditions to 
produce airline pilots, which any airline would be 
proud to have.

We are in direct 
cooperation with airlines 
to be one step ahead, 
and adjust our training to 
what the industry needs in 
order to meet the current 
growth and pilot demand.

Egnatia Aviation 
adopted throughout 
the training the airline 
philosophy and mentality 
in all materials, procedures 
and policies with paperless 
training materials, guides 
and records, making the 
transition to airlines as 
smooth as possible.

One of the many 
positives of our fleet is 
that the technologies 
used resemble that of 
an Airliner, making the 
integration to an airline 
aircraft as smooth as 
possible.
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For all non-training 
issues we have a Welfare 
Department which takes 
care of all your needs. From 
helping you to open a bank 
account, to organizing 
events our welfare 
department is there for you.

We have active 
participation in conferences 
and industry meetings in 
order to shape, understand 
and adapt the new industry 
standards

From the moment you 
enroll in Egnatia Aviation 
you will be assigned a 
personal mentor. The 
mentor is going to follow 
your training and make 
sure you achieve your 
goals

A
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What  our  
students 
think of us?

“Incredible school! Egnatia Aviation 
is a class A, one of the top flight 
schools. The instructors are great 
and are always willing to help you 
throughout your training in any way 
they can. The planes are always 
in the best condition and I am 
fortunate to train on a Diamond 
DA40 NG with an excellent flight 
instructor. I can honestly say it is the 
best, most affordable flight school 
and I highly recommend Egnatia 
Aviation to anyone pursuing the 
dream of becoming a licensed Airline 
pilot.”

Noah Malak – Lebanon (MEA)

“As soon as I joined Egnatia Aviation, 
I saw all the positive aspects of the 
Integrated course. I felt very lucky I 
could fly so often and day by day see 
my dream come into shape.”

Aggelos Kitsoulis – Greece 
(Aegean Airlines)

“To all those considering a flight 
school, firstly, I would like to take this 
opportunity to express my sincere 
appreciation and gratitude to Egnatia 
Aviation for all the assistance they 
have provided me with while pursuing 
my dream of becoming a pilot. 

I would also like to recommend the 
flight school to prospective students 
looking to be future aviators. Soaring 
the Greek sky was probably some of 
the best flying I ever had, beautiful 
views, many airports to touchdown at, 
state of the art aircraft and extremely 
kind and helpful Egnatia team are 
key ingredients for a memorable 
experience.”

Mohammed Al-Khafaji – Iraq 
(Iraqi Airways))

“If 2 words can describe the 
experience, I would say “Marvelous 
experience” Marvelous and 
enriching.”

Juan Carballedo – Spain (Ryanair)
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What you should ask 
yourself before you 
choose the right flight 
academy

1.Will I just get a license or will I get trained 
according to airline standards and procedures?

2.Will I finish my training uninterrupted by 
outside factors (e.g. weather)

3.Will my money go towards my training or for 
other costs?

4.Will the school care for me or will I be just a 
“number”?

If you answered YES to those questions then 
Egnatia Aviation is the right academy for you.

Your dream begins here.



Kavala International Airport 
“Megas Alexandros” 

642 00 Chrysoupolis, Kavala, 
Greece

Tel: (+30) 25910 53 390

email: info@egnatia-aviation.com, 

courses@egnatia-aviation.com

dream
train
fly

we make 
your dreams 
come true


